Fort Yamhill Blockhouse

By William L. Lang

The Fort Yamhill Blockhouse is one of the few architectural remnants from the era of wars and treaties with Native people in western Oregon, from 1849 to 1860. The U.S. Army constructed the building at Fort Yamhill, near present-day Valley Junction, in March-April 1856. In 1911, preservationists moved the structure thirty miles northwest to a park in Dayton to save it from demolition and as a commemorative of Joel Palmer’s tenure as Oregon superintendent of Indian Affairs (1853-1857).

The blockhouse is a substantial two-story building with vertical log walls and evenly spaced rifle portals on both floors. The 2.5-by-3.5-inch portals were cut through from the inside log face in beveled shape from an 8-by-6.5-inch opening. The outside dimension of the floors were 22 by 22 feet, with the second story centered diagonally on the first floor to provide four outward defensive viewpoints. Six rifle ports were cut on each side of the first and second stories, with four windows—2 feet 11 inches by 4.5 inches—centered on the second floor, each with an iron bolt closure.

The army built the blockhouse as part of a strategy to limit contact and conflict between Native people and Oregon’s resettlement communities, especially near the newly created reservations. The structure stood at the boundary of the Grand Ronde Reservation and private farmland, on a serviceable road that facilitated the shipment of goods from Dayton, Corvallis, Oregon City, and Portland to supply the fort and reservation.

In late April 1856, Lt. Philip H. Sheridan (later a heroic Civil War general and General of the Army) arrived at Fort Yamhill to replace Lt. William B. Hazen and complete construction of the blockhouse and at least twenty-four other buildings at Fort Yamhill. Sheridan employed Indians from the Grand Ronde Reservation as construction workers. The army assigned four officers to Fort Yamhill to oversee a garrison of some eighty soldiers.

Unlike other blockhouses built during the 1850s, such as the three at the Cascades on the Columbia River, the Fort Yamhill structure was not designed as a sanctuary for whites under siege from Indian attackers. Rather, it served as a guardian of the reservation to guarantee controlled access and prevent conflict between people on the reservation and in nearby farming communities. Sheridan built two other blockhouses in 1856, one at Fort Hoskins on the Luckiamute River northwest of Corvallis and a second at Yaquina Bay on the central Oregon Coast.

When the Civil War required transfer of federal forces to the east in 1861, the U.S. Army retained the blockhouse, garrisoned with volunteers, because of the potential threat posed by pro-South sympathizers. By 1866, the army had decommissioned the fort and put the buildings up for auction, but the blockhouse was left in place. The Grand Ronde Reservation later moved the building to the Indian agency and used it for storage and sometimes as a jail. The blockhouse had deteriorated sufficiently by 1910 and demolition seemed its assured fate until Dayton residents moved it to Dayton in 1911, sustaining it as a commemorative attraction.
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